CALL FOR ABSTRACTS!
Submission Deadline January 1, 2017

2017 MAYO CLINIC VASCULAR SYMPOSIUM

PRESENTED BY GONDA VASCULAR CENTER AND THE DEPARTMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

ARIZONA GRAND RESORT & SPA
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
MARCH 30 – APRIL 1, 2017

COURSE DIRECTORS:
RAYMOND C. SHIELDS, M.D. / HARALDUR BJARNASON, M.D.
GUSTAVO S. ODERICH, M.D. / GREGORY BARSNESS, M.D.
The purpose of this conference is to not only provide an overview of the CURRENT ISSUES in peripheral vascular disease but to step into the future of peripheral vascular disease evaluation and management with sessions on the application of genomics and robotics. Through didactic and interactive sessions, this conference will highlight the MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH to peripheral vascular disease including: vascular surgery, vascular medicine, interventional radiology, cardiology, and other specialists at Mayo Clinic. ORAL ABSTRACT PRESENTATIONS and WORKSHOPS will be of interest to various vascular specialists and trainees.

ONLINE REGISTRATION AVAILABLE AT cveducation.mayo.edu

E-mail cvcme@mayo.edu
Phone 800-283-6296

* Phone registrations not accepted—online registration only